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Building the digital revenue agency of the future

Challenges for tax agencies in
today’s digital world

Revenue agencies, perhaps more than any other part of government, must
keep pace with the technology revolution reshaping our world. Why? Because
to be successful, revenue agencies need to be as nimble, adaptive, and digitally
savvy as the economies they tax. After all, tax agencies provide the fuel that
powers government, allowing the public sector to deal with issues from health
services to infrastructure investment to national security.

T

HIS PAPER WILL share seven key strategies

owner, or an employee? And how exactly do you

to help revenue agencies thrive in the new

tax cryptocurrency exchanges? Tax agencies will

digital economy. It’s about much more than

have to do more than just modernize systems to

merely embracing digital technology; it’s about

ensure success in a future of fast-paced

bringing a new mindset to tax administration,

disruptive innovation.

workforce management, and customer experience.
Precisely what future success will look like for
The rate of technological change is accelerating,

revenue agencies will differ across countries,

creating a rapidly shifting economic landscape.

segments, and tax types, but one thing is clear:

From newspapers to taxicabs, from hotels to travel

Revenue agencies must shift from doing digital to

agents, it’s not just companies that are being

being digital.

disrupted, but entire industries. Revenue agencies
are no different.

Through conversations with current and past tax
agency leaders and other members of the larger

In this world of digital and economic disruption,

government revenue ecosystem, as well as studying

revenue agencies are increasingly recognizing that

recent agency actions around the world, we’ve

yesterday’s taxation models—and the systems that

identified seven keys to success for revenue

support them—can no longer keep pace. New forms

agencies in the age of digital transformation. The

of economic activity—such as the knowledge

seven keys are shown in figure 1.

economy, the sharing economy, and the gig
economy—represent a decoupling of economic

The seven keys to transformation include three

activity from traditional models of value creation.

internal shifts, three external shifts, and one

Just “where” did that virtual transaction occur? Is

strategic mindset shift. Internally, agencies will

that person posting videos online a worker, an

need to transform by rethinking digital workflows,
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FIGURE 1

Seven keys can help revenue agencies become truly digital
Get digital to
the core
Reimagine
the workforce

Engage the
end-to-end tax
community

Tax new
stuﬀ fast

Unlock the
power of data
Balance
competing
priorities

Elevate the tax
experience

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

data management, and the workforce. Externally,

The same technology revolution that has produced

agencies will need to become nimbler in order to

challenges also offers agencies incredible

enhance the customer/taxpayer experience,

opportunities to fulfill their mission better than

develop processes to keep pace with economic

ever before. Many revenue agency leaders

reality, and deepen relationships with stakeholders

understand what this opportunity means, but few

in the taxation ecosystem. Finally, agencies will

have cracked the code to unlock a “future-proof”

have to address head-on the paradoxical demands

model for mission success. What are the concrete

of the digital ecosystem they occupy.

steps that revenue agencies need to take?
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Looking inward

T

RANSFORMING THE CORE functions of tax
administration—calculating tax liabilities,
collecting revenue, and enforcing

compliance—will require revenue agencies to adopt
a digital-first mindset, rethink how they capture
and manage data, and reimagine their workforces.
Investing in these capabilities has a clear return for
agencies: Internal digital transformation will
ultimately reduce the effort required to capture
each incremental unit of revenue. In an era of
constrained public budgets, relying on quick
internal fixes can be more expensive over the long

OUR PERSPECTIVE

term; holistic transformation is likely the most

Most revenue agencies were not born digital. While

cost-effective long-term solution. The first three

some governments have made holistic strides

keys provide a framework that revenue agencies

toward comprehensive digitization of workflows,

can use to unlock their internal

communication channels, and infrastructure, many

transformation goals.

tax agencies have instead taken a piecemeal

Revenue agencies risk failing to meet
their most basic mission requirements
if they do not get digital to the core.

approach, building stand-alone
digital products atop legacy
foundations. Too often, this has
resulted in digital front ends
grafted onto analog back-office
processes and outdated
mainframe systems.1 The technical

inadequacies at the core of most revenue agencies

Key No. 1: Get
digital to the core

are not only financially burdensome, they also
create outcomes that are unfriendly to citizens and
revenue agency employees. Poorly documented
processes supported by poorly documented

THE CHALLENGE

systems programmed in extinct languages will

While economic innovators are

constrain agencies’ ability to manage risks, and

pushing the boundaries of

they will produce risks in their own right. When a

digital-based operations and

revenue agency’s backbone relies upon decades-

taxation, revenue agencies are

old machine languages, it is virtually impossible

struggling with outdated systems and legacy

for the agency to leverage emerging technologies

business practices. Revenue agencies risk failing to

such as artificial intelligence (AI), machine

meet their most basic mission requirements if they

learning, the Internet of Things, mobile interfaces,

do not get digital to the core.

and cloud computing.2
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ESTONIA’S DIGITAL DNA
Estonia’s revenue agency isn’t totally digital—but it is close enough. More than 99 percent of
Estonia’s tax reporting occurs digitally, making it easy for Estonian tax payers to file returns
with just a few clicks. The country of 1.3 million people is one of the most digitally advanced
societies worldwide.3
Estonia’s commitment to digital is strategic. “Our citizens will be global soon,” said Kersti Kaljulaid,
the president of Estonia, during remarks to European leaders at a recent EU Digital Summit. “I am
president to a digital society … We have to fly like bees from flower to flower to gather those taxes
from citizens working in the morning in France, in the evening in the UK, living half a year in Estonia,
and then going to Australia.”4
The revenue agency’s commitment to digital reflects Estonia’s overall digital emphasis, which
includes an ID card for nationwide digital authentication and digital signing of documents. The
backbone of this digital-first reality is X-Road, a government-to-business digital interchange that
allows Estonia to uphold its core digital principle: Give us your data once, and we have you covered.5
Estonia’s revenue agency arose in the aftermath of the Cold War, when the country gained
independence from the Soviet Union. This enabled it to “start fresh” in a way that will be difficult for
many more-established revenue agencies. Nevertheless, it is illustrative of what it means to rethink
the role of digital from the ground up and explore new models of operation that are digital to
the core.

Revenue agency leaders have spent years
asking themselves, “What do we need to
modernize?” We recommend that leaders
begin asking themselves, “What do we not
need to modernize?” While legislation and
political trends may pose constraints to
how creative revenue agencies answer this
question, there are models for success in

Only revenue agencies that are
digital to the core will be able to
meet these flows head-on and
capture the public’s fair share of
digitally native economic value.

this arena. Some revenue agencies have
championed broader governmentwide

cloud-based business-to-government data

digitization initiatives that enable their own

exchanges; and adopting modular, flexible

internal transformation journeys. Partnering with

approaches to systems architecture that can

policymakers on legislative changes can speed

facilitate rapid adaptations to changing policy

progress toward achieving core digitization.

mandates. Taxable economic activity is increasingly
flowing through digital channels. Only revenue

Building a truly digital core will require

agencies that are digital to the core will be able to

implementing holistic digital case management

meet these flows head-on and capture the public’s

systems; developing intelligently automated tax

fair share of digitally native economic value.

submission review workflows; creating secure,
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Key No. 2: Unlock the power
of data

Revenue authorities worldwide are already starting
to use digital methods to collect and analyze
taxpayer data. And some revenue authorities—such
as the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS)—are

THE CHALLENGE

spending accordingly: The IRS’s 2020 budget

Data provides

justification to the US Congress indicated that

important insights, but

advancing “data access, usability, and analytics to

bad or inadequate data

inform decision-making” is a primary goal. These

means bad taxation.

priorities are a recognition of the rapid increase not

Citizens and businesses

only in the amount of data available but also in the

are generating data at

new types of data that are now at an agency’s

unprecedented rates,

fingertips, if it can reach out to grasp it. In the best

but many revenue agencies are unequipped to

scenario, these new data sets can help facilitate

unlock its value. Moreover, the vast volumes of new

more accurate collection and audits, while at the

types of data that revenue agencies must consume

same time making it easier for businesses to

pose critical challenges to the very foundation of

provide needed information. In too many cases,

tax data infrastructures. New tools and mindsets

however, revenue agency data remains trapped in

can help revenue agencies fully harness the value of

silos, limiting its value. In addition, legacy systems,

that data.

including paper forms, mean that the potential for
erroneous data remains very real.6

OUR PERSPECTIVE
Data is a revenue agency’s most valuable asset but

Revenue authorities across the globe are ramping

is also potentially its greatest burden. The sheer

up their data analytics capabilities. The potential to

volume of data generated by digital economic

automate compliance and service activities opens

transactions—salaries, sales documentation,

the door to significant streamlining of revenue

payments, natural language, and much more—is

agencies’ core tax functions. However, as the

dizzying, and many revenue agencies are ill-

amount of data increases, so too does the risk of

equipped to fully grasp these vast data flows.

theft and exploitation by malicious actors. A recent

Getting data right is essential and requires leaders

survey found that 88 percent of public sector

to understand how they can unlock the power of

organizations had experienced at least one

new types of data, while protecting the privacy of

damaging cyberattack during the previous two

constituents and serving the public good.

years, with 62 percent of organizations having
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BIG DATA AT IRS
The IRS is a leader in the use of data. The data analytical techniques driven by the IRS’s Research,
Applied Analytics, and Statistics (RAAS) organization helped to identify approximately 400 percent
more tax fraud and recover 10 times the proceeds from other financial crimes compared to the
prior year.7 To achieve these results, the IRS is cross-referencing numerous data sets—such as the
Offshore Voluntary Disclosure Program and high-profile data leaks such as the Panama Papers—and
applying advanced methods such as anomaly detection, clustering, and neural networks.8
The IRS also combines data with behavioral techniques to “nudge” taxpayers toward greater tax
compliance. Taking a step further, the IRS has developed a “behavioral insights toolkit,” which it
describes as “a guide for integrating behavioral approaches into tax administration,” including the
role of data analytics.9 As Jeff Butler, associate director of data management at RAAS, stated, “In an
era of persistently reduced budgets, the use of data analytics has become more important than
ever to drive innovation, risk management, and decision-making across the agency.”10 Big data
techniques can yield value for revenue agencies and society at large, but those benefits require
the type of modern information architecture that can be implemented only through wholesale
infrastructure transformation.

experienced two or more.11 The growing value of

workforce is likely to allow revenue agencies to

the data collected by revenue agencies, coupled

thrive in the midst of digital disruption.

with the growing sophistication of cyber criminals,
means that data security must be a paramount

OUR PERSPECTIVE

concern.12

Core digitization and advances in data
management will not happen at the flip of a switch.
To be successful in the future, revenue agencies

Key No. 3: Reimagine
the workforce

need a workforce that is both ready to tackle these
complex technical challenges and able to rapidly
adapt to shifting policy mandates and operational
priorities. Revenue agencies must widen

THE CHALLENGE

their aperture on talent, both on the type

Nothing is more

of talent they are looking for and how

important than your

they are sourcing and retaining that

people. Ironically, this

talent. People represent the greatest asset

is truer than ever in the

and the greatest cost to revenue

digital age. Sourcing

administrations, with salary costs

talented employees

averaging 73 percent of budgets for more

adept at leveraging

than 50 administrations that provided

complex data, managing

data for the Organisation for Economic

digital platforms, and

Co-operation and Development (OECD)

leading effective teams

Tax Administration Series 2019, with

is becoming increasingly difficult in light of fierce

salary costs approaching or exceeding 80 percent

competition with the private sector. Taking a

in about a third of these.13 Revenue agencies have a

holistic approach to combining innovative talent

major opportunity to restructure their workforce,

development models with a machine-augmented

as experienced staff will be retiring in large
numbers in the coming years.
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As revenue agencies increase the use of digital tools

human resources from outside the traditional

and the integration of data into daily operations,

employee base. This could include gig workers,

demands of their workforce will shift from data

contractors, crowdsourced solutions, creative

entry, manual calculations, and “paper pushing” to

partnerships with other players in the tax

innovation, interpretation, and design. To adapt to

ecosystem, and, yes, digital labor.

digital disruption, revenue authorities worldwide
must build workforces that not only combine legacy

Leaders of revenue agencies must also recognize

tax experts with tech-savvy newcomers equipped to

that a machine-augmented workforce will provide

take advantage of new technologies, but also best

the clearest path to building a solid talent

use uniquely human capabilities such as curiosity,

foundation. Digital labor—ranging from routine

empathy, and imagination. Revenue agencies are

process automation to the more advanced forms of

not alone in this shift. Deloitte’s Global Human

AI—does not replace human labor but can actually

Capital Trends 2019, which surveyed leaders

extend the capabilities of human workers, enabling

across global commercial and public sector

revenue agency employees to shift from lower-

organizations, indicated that more than 80 percent

value repetitive tasks to higher-value intellectual,

of respondents are making investments in

interpersonal, and technical challenges. It also

reskilling and retooling their workforce in response

enables the transfer of knowledge and

to digital labor and machine capabilities, with

responsibilities from retirees to the next generation

36 percent “reimagining work” altogether.14

of revenue agency staff, supporting uniform and
measurable processes that can be sustained with

Even today, revenue agencies have difficulty

transparency and accountability.

attracting, training, and retaining top talent. That
challenge will only grow as revenue agencies try to

Revenue agencies can use technology to augment

attract talent in high-impact, high-demand fields

their workers to handle a more complex set of tax,

such as data science, cybersecurity, and AI. To be

technical, and human skills.15 In this way, digital

successful, revenue agencies will need to reconsider

transformation and workforce transformation work

how competitive their value proposition is to

hand in hand. Technology will revolutionize the

prospective and current employees and reimagine

way in which revenue agencies manage operations,

every aspect of talent management, including

while simultaneously supporting an even more

recruitment, hiring, skills development,

impressive goal: enabling humans to be what they

advancement, and career transitions. Revenue

are meant to be—thinkers, talkers, and doers.16

agencies may need to create ways to tap into

THE UNITED KINGDOM’S INNOVATIVE TAX TALENT
By modernizing digital workflows, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) provides its
workforce of 63,000 professionals the right tools to deliver customer service support, investigation
services, and other critical tax administration functions. HMRC has implemented more than 50
robotic process automations, enabling its staff to focus less on repetitive tasks and more on
customer-facing activities, totaling more than 14 million transactions. After a team of just 20 people
built their first three digital exemplar services, HMRC’s digital services team has grown to more than
1,000 specialists working across seven facilities around the United Kingdom. One of HMRC’s priority
areas, the individualized Personal Tax Account, has over 16 million users and an 82 percent customer
satisfaction score.17
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Looking outward

S

HIFTING INTERNAL OPERATIONS will take

to a future where “tax just happens”.19 While some

revenue agencies far, but not far enough.

revenue agencies have committed to moving most

Revenue agencies need to look outward to

of their customer interaction to digital channels,

deal with an increasingly interconnected, fast-

implementing commercial-grade taxpayer

moving economy. Agency success increasingly

experiences will challenge every revenue agency’s

depends on interactions with taxpayers, small

user-centricity and digital design acumen.

businesses, and multinationals, as well as revenue

OUR PERSPECTIVE

agencies from other jurisdictions.

Agency success increasingly
depends on interactions with
taxpayers, small businesses,
multinationals, as well as revenue
agencies from other jurisdictions.

Taxation may never become citizens’
favorite interaction with government,
but it is essential and one of the most
universal set of interactions that any
government will have with its citizens—
and it’s important to get it right.
Spending and making money on digital
platforms is easy. Paying taxes on
purchases and income should be easy,
too—not only because it is an

Taxation strategies designed for the early 20th

experience taxpayers expect, but because it is an

century’s brick-and-mortar economy are being

experience agencies need them to have. Fair and

continuously challenged by cross-border data
flows, agile supply chains, and mass digitization.

efficient taxation builds trust and helps citizens feel
invested in the broader functioning of their

18

The next three keys can help revenue agencies

community, boosting voluntary compliance.

expand their horizons to interact with the overall
tax ecosystem and meet the demands

Understanding tax obligations can

of the 21st-century economy.

be hard. The easier that experience is
made for citizens—through
reduction in manual calculations,

Key No. 4: Elevate
the tax experience

increases in available data, userfriendly design interfaces, and
on-the-go access—the more positive
their experience and the greater

THE CHALLENGE

their compliance. The clearest path

Estonia has legislation establishing

toward elevating the tax experience

that the state is only allowed to ask

for citizens is by using human-

for the same information once, the

centered design techniques to meet

Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore operates by

them where they are: on their mobile phones, in

the mantra that “no need for service is the best

their email inboxes, or via smart home devices.

service,” and the Australian Taxation Office aspires

Putting these ambitions into action will have a

9
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The clearest path toward elevating the tax experience for
citizens is by using human-centered design techniques to
meet them where they are: on their mobile phones, in
their email inboxes, or via smart home devices.
significant impact on tax compliance, but will also

Doing so will enable them to build trust, drive

require serious digital capabilities—the kind that

higher compliance, and strengthen the overall tax

can only be built through deliberate investment

base.

and cocreation with ecosystem partners.

Key No. 5: Tax new stuff fast

Revenue agencies around the globe recognize the
importance of the citizen experience, and many are
devoting resources to making it better, as well as

THE CHALLENGE

the experience of businesses and their own

Borderless

employees. In a Deloitte survey of 1,200

transactions.

government officials from more than 70 countries,

Monetizing virtual

78 percent said digital capabilities allow their

assets. Electric cars and

employees to be more responsive to the needs of

the decline of gas taxes.

citizens and foster trust in government and public

It is no longer enough

services.

for revenue agencies to

20

accommodate the latest
To meet rising citizen expectations, revenue

legislative mandates on

agencies should work to elevate the tax experience.

annual cycles. Taxation

MOBILE-CENTRIC TAX IN AUSTRALIA
The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is providing enhanced service by connecting tax services to their
customers’ lives. “We envisage a future where digital services will be integrated into the systems
and practices used by the community in their everyday lives and businesses,” wrote Fiona Dillon,
deputy commissioner of ATO. The ATO has a bold digital vision in which Australians have a “real-time,
contextual, and complete view of their interactions within the economy in a transparent and secure
way ... Essentially, tax just happens.”21
In part, this means meeting citizens where they are—which, it turns out, is on their phones. ATO’s
analysis of taxpayer behavior indicated that many Australians were interacting with ATO via their
mobile devices, but ATO’s Web content was not mobile-optimized. This created a poor customer
experience, placing ATO behind the digital experience curve.
To elevate the tax experience for all Australians, ATO combined cutting-edge human-centered design
techniques with mobile accessibility. One result of this initiative was the ATO app, which enables
citizens to understand their tax rates, calculate tax and deductions, and interact with ATO support
services. The ATO app, one of the primary channels through which ATO interacts with taxpayers,
was designed, built, and delivered in just eight weeks, and is now continuously enhanced on an
iterative basis.22
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must be approached with the same focus on

remain unclear.23 Tax compliance among gig

dynamic agility that drives software development

workers and within sharing economy marketplaces

and systems engineering, addressing emerging

is lagging. A recent report from Rice University

patterns of risk by implementing systemic,

indicated that “a significant number of taxpayers

responsive cultures and operating models.

who receive income from the sharing economy are
not aware of their filing and reporting obligations

OUR PERSPECTIVE

and therefore fail to make […] estimated tax

Today’s economy changes at head-spinning speeds.

payments or pay self-employment taxes.”24

Revenue agencies are being asked to hit a fastmoving target, guided by laws and regulations that

There is general agreement that the emergence of

were not designed with this reality in mind. What is

new business models and the continued

the right way to tax a never-before-seen business

digitalization of existing business models may

model? What do sales taxes and value-added taxes

exacerbate the “tax gap,” i.e., the difference

(VAT) look like in an economy where an increasing

between taxes collected and the theoretical amount

share of transactions occur through online,

actually owed.25 Such a gap cannot be measured

distributed platforms that are less integrated into

precisely, but estimates across 35 nations average

standard reporting practices than traditional

just over 7 percent of GDP, representing nearly

markets? And if agencies can answer these

US$2.5 trillion for those countries in 2015.26 Even

questions, are they prepared for what’s next?

small increases in this amount represent significant
amounts of money.

Revenue agencies must enhance their ability to
understand, track, and tax new stuff both quickly

Responding quickly and effectively to new business

and correctly. This stuff ranges from jewelry sales

models, along with continuing efforts to increase

via Instagram, to apartment rentals via Airbnb, to

tax reporting, transparency initiatives, and global

various forms of short-term “gig work” delivered

coordination of revenue authorities, can help to

via virtual global platforms. The most successful

avoid any exacerbation of the tax gap while also

revenue agencies will close the revenue gap and tax

enabling individuals, small businesses, and

equitably in ways that adapt to new business

disadvantaged communities to participate

models as they arise. They will also leverage global,

effectively in the economy in new ways that were

cross-border approaches—such as OECD policies

previously impossible. Failure to integrate the

and holistic digital service tax frameworks—to keep

sharing economy—and the multisided platforms

pace with rapid economic shifts. Agencies that are

that support it—into the formal economy could

able to understand and engage with those driving

mean a continued erosion of governments’ tax base

and affected by changing business models and then

at a time when public budgets are under constant

respond as a revenue agency in an agile, adaptable,

pressure.

and forward-thinking manner are likely to succeed
in taxing at the speed of business.

There is one proven strategy for taxing new stuff
fast: Revenue agencies should get as close to the

Taxing novel aspects of the economy has been

source as possible. Revenue authorities can stay on

challenging governments for centuries. Today’s

top of the newest “stuff” in the digital economy—

challenges are greater because the stakes are so

whether it’s an esports tournament prize, a

much higher. The global sharing economy, which

nonmonetary gift to an “influencer” for a product

arose in the early years of the 21st century, is

promotion, or short-term apartment rental

predicted to hit US$335 billion by 2025. But

payments—by sourcing data from the transactions

taxation practices for sharing economy transactions

themselves or from systems that can be trusted to
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THE DANISH RESPONSE TO DISRUPTION
The Danish Tax Agency, like many of its peers, was vexed by how to align traditional tax processes—
which rely on extensive withholding and third-party data—with the growth of sharing and gig
economy transactions that are difficult to track and assess. Audits based on data provided under
international exchange of information arrangements found low levels of compliance. Parliament
responded by enacting a bill incentivizing sharing economy platforms to provide third-party data
on rentals of assets such as homes, vacation homes, cars, and boats by offering raised taxation
thresholds and simplified rules for asset rentals covered by third-party data. This is a model that
was already successful in migrating vacation home rentals from the underground economy to
rental agencies.
While participation is voluntary—except for domestic sharing economy platforms, which are
required to participate—the generous tax breaks involved offer a strong competitive advantage to
participating platforms.
The bill was enacted in May 2018, and revenue agency leaders in Copenhagen quickly followed
up by formalizing a partnership with a major sharing economy platform to develop an application
programming interface (API) facilitating the transfer of data from sharing economy platforms to the
tax administration, which is expected to be effective from 2021.27
The solution—which was intended to address the urgent tax issues related to the sharing and gig
economy while maintaining a climate friendly to innovation and growth—illustrates how innovative
revenue agencies may collaborate with ecosystem partners to turn disruption to their advantage. It
was welcomed by sharing and gig economy platforms acknowledging that “taxation has long been
the Achilles’ heel of the sharing economy.”28

reflect them. Like any effective tax policy that

with private and public entities to drive efficiencies,

encourages voluntary participation, requiring

capture data, anticipate issues, and tackle complex

source-based information reporting needs to be

problems.

balanced against the compliance cost and burdens
placed on the stakeholders participating in the

OUR PERSPECTIVE

economy.

Regardless of the national flag that they fly,
revenue authorities sit at the crossroads between
citizens, government agencies, private

Key No. 6: Embrace
the end-to-end
tax community

corporations, and members
of civic society. They also
coordinate with revenue
agencies of different
jurisdictions, locally,

THE CHALLENGE

regionally, and globally. No

Disruption is shaking up the entire

revenue agency operates in

revenue loop. As instability becomes

isolation.

the norm throughout the tax agencies’
ecosystems, revenue leaders must

Understanding and

extend their focus beyond their

embracing this ecosystem,

physical walls, forging partnerships

which we call the
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end-to-end tax community, is critical to mission

electronic trails, revenue agencies with robust ties

success. In today’s world of integrated product,

to the end-to-end tax community should be able to

information, and financial flows, the ecosystem

maintain visibility into economic activity without

represented by the end-to-end tax community is

building a new records management framework

not bound by city, state, or even national borders.

from the ground up. By mapping the economic

To prevent tax base erosion, identify evasive

processes driven by members of the end-to-end tax

economic actors, and track down international

community, revenue agencies can become more

fraud, revenue agencies must have a deep grasp of

adept at taxing close to the source.

how their priorities impact—and are impacted by—
globalized markets.

Governments look to revenue authorities to provide
a stable base for public investments and critical

Individual and business taxpayers are changing

policy priorities. Revenue agencies are not just the

how they create value, spend money, and pay taxes.

middleman in this revenue loop; they are an

Cross-border monetary transactions and Web-

essential community integrator. By partnering with

based economic activity make it difficult for

private industry, government agencies, and

revenue agencies to align their geographic footprint

international organizations, revenue agencies can

with their digital posture. Because an increasing

mitigate risk and drive collaboration.

percentage of market-based transactions leave

ENGAGING FINLAND’S TAX ECOSYSTEM
Corporations are one of the essential components of any country’s revenue loop, and revenue
agencies should view these private entities as critical partners within the tax community. Embracing
the end-to-end tax community means finding novel ways to infuse collaboration into revenue
agencies’ relationships with these engines of the global economy.
In Finland, the Finnish Tax Administration closely integrates with the back-end data systems of
corporations and other commercial partners. Through this embrace of public-private data-sharing,
the Finnish government can pull VAT and other self-assessed tax data directly from corporate
systems. This reduces the administrative burden on private companies and public administrations
while enabling the Finnish government to capture revenues that previously may have been lost.
APIs are the core technical element of this approach to integrating the tax ecosystem. These APIs
allow third parties to develop secure, real-time solutions to tough tax challenges, building trust in
public institutions and strengthening the ties between key members of the global tax community.
Finland isn’t the only country whose revenue agency is focused on implementing APIs. A recent
report from the OECD examined in detail leading practices for APIs that serve the public good.29
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Shifting mindsets: Bridging
the gap

R

EVENUE AGENCIES CAN take a hard look at

to persistent tax base erosion, burdened with

their internal operations and their external

legacy infrastructure, and increasingly challenged

relationships, but if they are still gazing

in recruiting and retaining talent.

through a traditional lens, the picture will remain
the same—and may look confusing. Digital

OUR PERSPECTIVE

evolution can place paradoxical demands on

Successful revenue agencies pursue seemingly

revenue agencies: How can an organization share

opposite objectives by viewing technology as an

data more broadly while protecting privacy? What’s

opportunity instead of a challenge. Take a

the secret to adopting an agile posture within

nonrevenue example from history: manufactured

traditional bureaucratic constraints? Can you

goods. In the 20th century, technological

implement digital processes while maintaining a

constraints meant that firms could make

human face? The seventh and final key to revenue

customized, but expensive, hand-crafted products,

agency digital transformation explores how

or they could make inexpensive, one-size-fits-all,

revenue agencies can balance these

mass-produced products. The 21st century advent

competing priorities.

of “mass customization,” fueled by technology and
a new mindset, synthesized this paradox to create
customized, low-cost solutions. From modular

Key No. 7: Balance
competing priorities

furniture to bicycles with interchangeable parts,
many producers have used technology to deliver
bespoke products at assembly-line
prices.

THE CHALLENGE
Revenue agencies are often

The paradoxical imperatives facing

being pulled in two

revenue agencies are not as mutually

directions at once—being

exclusive as they might first appear.

asked to catch up with

The cloud, for example, can provide a

innovation or maintain a

highly secure data environment that

risk-averse mindset, or to

can also enable data-sharing. Digital

find a balance between

trust can be fostered through inclusion,

sharing data or keeping it

privacy, and security, all of which are

safe. To find that balance, agencies need to shift

facilitated by cloud technologies. In this way, cloud

from an “either/or” mindset to a “yes, and”

adoption—which to this day is viewed with

mindset. This challenge is perhaps the most

apprehension by many revenue agency leaders—

complex to address but carries the greatest

can in fact minimize the very risks to security and

imperative. Inaction and indecision here could lead

privacy that it previously may have represented.

to stagnation, leaving revenue agencies vulnerable
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The digital revenue agency of the future should

agencies as well as the potential solutions. We

seek to synthesize the paradoxes it faces by using

believe that revenue agencies can embrace change

technology to break traditional constraints. It will

while respecting their legacy by synthesizing

not be easy, and it might be confusing. But

opposing demands rather than choosing one over

remember: New technologies are simultaneously

the other.

the source of the tensions faced by revenue

THE UNITED STATES, THE UNITED KINGDOM, AND IRELAND FIND A BALANCED PATH FORWARD
Revenue agencies around the world are already adopting practices that enable them to capture the
value offered by digital transformation opportunities, while also protecting their legacies.
In the United States, traditional procurement regulations made it difficult for leaders to invest in
next-generation technologies. To address this tension—how to push the boundaries of innovation
while using procurement practices that were designed for a previous era—the IRS recently created
a phased, incremental contracting platform that will enable it to try out new technologies while
mitigating the risk of expensive project failures and highly visible implementation delays. The
initiative, called Pilot IRS, borrows leading practices from private industry and remains within the
statutory boundaries of the US Federal Acquisition Regulations. The first Pilot IRS proposal requests
were released in August 2019, kicking off a program that represents a substantive step toward
procurement innovation.30
In Ireland, the revenue agency faced a different challenge: How to pivot toward an analyticsdriven decision-making process while remaining true to its collaborative institutional culture. To
address this paradox, the Irish revenue authorities established a senior management group, the
Revenue Analytics Group (RAG), to manage all analytics work across the agency. The RAG consists
of representatives from the business, analytics, and IT functions. It also has a direct link to the key
operational and IT governance bodies. By using advanced analytics, Irish revenue authorities can
identify cases for intervention, forecast revenue collections, and evaluate the impact of actions and
interventions.31 By integrating key stakeholders from across their operating units, the RAG enabled
Irish revenue leaders to innovate within existing administrative channels, ensuring that decisions
were consistent with traditional agency values.32
By taking a bold digital posture, HMRC in the United Kingdom provided its constituents with the
opportunity to interact with revenue authorities in a more citizen-centric, convenient manner. A
downside to this high visibility was the opportunities for malicious fraud that it created: HMRC is
the most “spoofed” UK government brand. Through fake phone calls and fake websites, criminals
scam taxpayers into handing over sensitive personal data or erroneous tax remittances. This
paradox—how to foster accessibility while minimizing scam risks—has led HMRC to adopt a robust
approach to cybersecurity and scam detection. It has implemented technical controls that blocked
450 million phishing emails and text messages, proactively removed more than 16,000 malicious
websites, and deployed transaction monitoring tools that sense when online interactions are
potentially fraudulent.33
Revenue agency leaders are already finding ways to synthesize these perceived paradoxes into a
new path forward. As illustrated by the Ireland, US, and UK examples, instead of choosing between
two desired but apparently mutually exclusive options, agencies forge new paths to fully achieve
both goals.
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The future is now within reach

R

EVENUE AGENCY LEADERS should expect

No one can predict the future precisely, but past

the disruption to continue. So, what comes

experience provides strong indications about future

after the seven keys? What’s next?

trends. On the economic side, business will
leverage technology to evolve new forms of

After all, the future is a journey, not a destination.

commerce, presenting challenges for legislators,

Embracing the seven keys will give digital revenue

regulators, and tax agencies seeking to

agencies a platform to keep pace with the dynamic

appropriately tax these new forms of economic

economy and lay a strong foundation for future

activity. Ensuring a reliable revenue stream in a

innovation. A more agile, digital organization with

manner that doesn’t limit economic innovation will

deeper connections to the external tax ecosystem

likely be an ongoing challenge—but one that digital

will be better positioned to both influence the

“seven-key” agencies will be well-positioned

future and adapt to it as it unfolds.

to face.
From the consumer perspective, the retail
experience will continue to elevate the demand for
a hassle-free customer experience. Customers will
want it all: anticipatory, automatic, and intuitive
service, which digital technology makes possible. It
may be too much to imagine a future where people
enjoy paying their taxes, but one can imagine a
future in which the experience of paying taxes will
become virtually painless.
Indeed, until recently the notion of a government
agency becoming a “one-stop shop” was the gold
standard in customer service. This vision is being
disrupted by providers of a “no-stop shop,” which
seamlessly identifies and delivers needed services
proactively.34 Observers of government trends have
noted that while much remains to be done, “all
signs point toward the adoption of a no-stop shop
model in government. The forces pushing in that
direction are simply too powerful to ignore.”35
What would a no-stop shop revenue agency look
like? Again, no one can foretell the future. But such
a revenue agency would look to make common tax
events “just happen,” without requiring individuals
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No one can predict the
future precisely, but past
experience provides strong
indications about future
trends.

storage of large volumes of data, they may simply
run the algorithmic routines across data sets and
then review the results.36
The specific structure of a no-stop revenue shop
will depend on local preferences, laws, and
regulations. More important than the specifics is
the aspirational goal of making the tax collection

or businesses to do any more than review the

process as painless, transparent, and accurate as

result. In the same way that payroll deductions

possible. It means going beyond merely digitizing

facilitate tax payments, a no-stop shop would look

existing processes to fundamentally rethinking how

to apply AI and data analytics to deliver services

the tax agency interacts with individuals

proactively. New technology makes more seamless,

and businesses.

proactive, and intelligent tax collection processes a
realistic goal. Within five years, we believe most tax

The sometimes-daunting prospect of

administrations will require fuller data sets to be

transformational change can obscure an important

filed or made available in real time, or close to it.

truth: The future will present remarkable

Many are likely to go beyond this standard: Rather

opportunities to use technology to improve tax

than filing the data and managing the transfer and

collections.
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Taking the next step
to a better future

D

IGITAL DISRUPTION CAN feel threatening.

it presents is just the beginning: We look forward

But the tech revolution reshaping our world

to sharing deeper insights around the seven keys,

can offer opportunities for revenue agency

our experiences with clients, and cutting-edge

leaders to take their organizations to the next level.

stories of innovation from across the global

Emerging technologies can create new efficiencies,

revenue agency network.

help forge deeper relationships with taxpayers and
ecosystem partners, and deliver unparalleled

The impetus for change is clear: Without effective

customer service.

tax collection and enforcement, government won’t
be able to deliver essential services. That’s why

Each of the seven keys we have described

governments around the world are adapting to

represents a foundational change in how revenue

meet the new age of revenue collection, to match

agencies deliver on their core mission. When taken

the innovations taking place in a global economy.

together, they outline a long-term journey of selfassessment and strategic decision-making: bold

The digital insights, tools, and technology are ready

shifts in approach that yield transformational

and available to future-proof your organization.

results.

Wherever your organization is on the journey,
there is much to do. Engage your leaders, establish

The stories of bold innovation shared throughout

a vision, embrace the seven keys—and start the

this paper give a hint that the future is becoming

conversation today.

reality. For Deloitte, this paper and the framework
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